Introduction
Let S be a real hypersurface in a complex manifold M.
Then, T]tf°, the holomorphic tangent bundle of M, determines an integrable subbundle T' s i = T\f | s n (T s (x)C) cT s (x)C. Modelled on (S, T' s \ a CR manifold (a Cauchy-Riemann manifold) is defined as a pair (X, T x )
consisting of a differentiable manifold X and a subbundle T' x of T X ®C satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) nnn=o, (ii) T'x is closed under the Poisson bracket (integrability condition).
Newlander-Nirenberg's theorem [9] says that a CR manifold is nothing but a complex manifold if dim X = rank R T' x . Thus, an interesting problem arises concerning the realizability, or imbeddability, of CR manifolds as submanifolds of complex manifolds. Boutet de Monvel [1] showed that s. p. c. manifolds (cf. Section 1) are holomorphically imbeddable into some C^5 provided that dim X^5. Recently Kuranishi [7] proved that locally every s. p. c. manifold is imbeddable as a real hypersurface of the ball in C", provided that dim X^9. Our result is as follows.
Our proof is quite different from Kuranishi's argument and based upon Boutet de Monvel's imbedding theorem which assures the existence of a realization XdC N for sufficiently large N. We apply then Tanaka's stability theorem in [10] to perform a finite number of bumps on X and obtain an s. p. c. manifold X which is the boundary of a complex manifold containing X as a hypersurface. The author is very grateful to Professor S. Nakano for his interest in the problem. He also thanks the referee and Professor N. Tanaka for pointing out mistakes.
Preliminaries
We recall briefly Boutet de Monvel's imbedding theorem and Tanaka's stability theorem.
Let (X, T'x) be a compact CR manifold of dimension 2n -1, and let Tx(S)C = Tx@Tx@F be a decomposition with F=F. We note that the above condition is satisfied by a real hypersurface S in a complex manifold M if and only if for any point p^S there exist a neighbourhood U in M and a C°° function <p on U such that SnU={p = Q}, d<p^Q, and 3%>>0.
A C-valued function f defined on an open set VdX is said to be holomorphic if/ is of class C°° and vf=Q for any section v of T' x over V. We denote by 0 x the sheaf over X of the germs of holomorphic functions. Proof. See Boutet de Monvel [1] . Proof. The reader is referred to Kuranishi [12] , section 2.
In virtue of Hironaka's desingularization theorem [4] . we obtain from W, by a finite succession of blowing ups, a complex manifold with boundary M. We shall call M the associated complex manifold of X.
Let 
Definition 3. A family {X t } t <= T of Cft manifolds is called a differentiate family if there exist a CR manifold #", a C°° manifold T and a proper surjective smooth map TT : &-^>T such that (X t , T' x^)
We quote here Tanaka's stability theorem for holomorphic imbeddings. 
Theorem 2. Let [X t ] teT be a differentiable family of s. p. c. manifolds satisfying the following conditions.
(i) dim X t^5 (ii) dim
Bumping of S. P. C* Manifolds
Let X be an s. p. 
Proof of Theorem
We shall now prove that every compact s. Q. E. D.
